
 
Dear Matt,  
 
Back to school for the 3rd yr and start of the fall internship........that's to get humming 
with school work, work work and rest of the routines! Aunt
every direction of your busy walk
We think you would do very well. We say so because i
mine too.  
 
When loaded with multiple activities (
management play vital role. Both of them are elastic enough 
easily. That is because we don't know our stress
higher than we think, much more beyond our imagination! You will see it for yourself.
By the way, by 'seeing' I mean 'experiencing the ultim

its 'darshan'!   Funny it sounds but there
 
Dad and Mom said you selected a course on Hinduism. Wow....that's good. Good to get 
academically exposed to it for the clarity of its true understanding and
context to other isms. I (and we 
 
Again with all the best,  
 

 

Back to school for the 3rd yr and start of the fall internship........that's to get humming 
and rest of the routines! Aunt and I wish you all the best in 

every direction of your busy walk....(if not run)!  
We think you would do very well. We say so because it is the experience of many

When loaded with multiple activities (especially of liking) the time and energy 
management play vital role. Both of them are elastic enough not to stress one out so 
easily. That is because we don't know our stress-out threshold. Most of the time it is 
higher than we think, much more beyond our imagination! You will see it for yourself.
By the way, by 'seeing' I mean 'experiencing the ultimate truth behind it' meaning having 

Funny it sounds but there is a truth behind it! 

said you selected a course on Hinduism. Wow....that's good. Good to get 
academically exposed to it for the clarity of its true understanding and understand in 

we all) look forward to learn with you the same.
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all) look forward to learn with you the same.  


